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About This Content

The "London's Finest" Character Pack adds 4 more new and unique playable characters for Killing Floor as Downloadable
Content. Once you have bought the pack, they will become selectable in the character selection screen in-game.

 

Chopper Harris

Chopper Harris had spent the last few years beating seven bells out of people at soccer grounds all over Europe. In return he'd
taken a few kickings from cops from Scotland to Turkey. But the best bit about the onset of the Apocalypse was that suddenly

no-one was trying to stop him - AND they let him play with guns!
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Kevo the Chav

Kevo the Chav loved nothing better on a Saturday afternoon than hanging round cheap sporting goods stores, drinking crap
lager, trying to work up the courage to indulge in some shop-lifting. He was as surprised as anyone when he grew a real pair and

fought his way past the on-coming Zeds in Croydon High Street.

 

Captain Wiggins

Captain Sir Richard Wiggins, 5th Baronet of Warbury, was classic minor British aristocracy. Educated at Eton, he progressed
through Cambridge and Sandhurst, to a commission in the Brigade of Guards. After the initial shock of seeing the barracks

stormed and destroyed by monsters, he found zed-killing to be jolly good sport, really.

 

Reverend Alberts

Reverend Alberts had been the vicar of Saint Ethel's in West London for nearly 20 years before the outbreak. Clearly his take
on the apocalypse came from watching too many horror movies at the youth centre with a bunch of 16-year-olds! He wasn't

expecting to have to take it to the streets...
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cool dlc ;)

 I love this animals :p . An amazing Touhou fighting game with great characters, fun gameplay and awesome soundtrack. The
special moves are over the top in just the right way.. One of the main reasons I enjoy video games is for the special kind of story-
telling it can provide. This title nails it. It's not very long, so what it lacks in other avenues such as gameplay and controls is
made up for with a great story. Great characterization, sense of humor, immersive feel. Worth your time.. I love new prisons!
Only one downside to this prision is the name of it in my opinoin. The other prisions have cool names but this one doesn't sadly.
But I do need help from escaping it Ihave everything for the multiplayer escape but no one to open the doors :(.

Please help me just by joining me when i am online in some afternoons and open the doors.

Other than that awsome game.

Oh Team 17 make alot more prisons please to keep alive!
P.S I don't care how long the prison take to make just try and finish them as fast as you can!!!! :). In ZRoll you will encounter
many difficult levels. This is incorrect
In ZRoll you will encounter the 1 and only level 6 times at different times of the day. This is correct

Pros
300 easy achievements if you concider this a pro?
Trading Cards

Cons
1 Level
Cant control the ball in the air
Can be buggy sometimes
The 1 level it has takes about the same time to complete as a demo for any other game would
This game should be Free.. For that price (0,99$),it's ok-ish. It's far from being someting spectacular/amazing,but there are
games out there far worse with a higher price. The biggest problem with this game it's the " Early Access" and you can feel it in
the gameplay,it's unfinished and I don't think it will ever be.
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this is so amazing ! I had so much fun. Only one question: I thought Merida is a archer, but it's more powerful to use the sword
when you're fighting with monsters.. Got this in the xmas sale last year, played a bit but the early levels were a bit 'meh' and
never went back to it... Until this week, and found myself thoroughly enjoying it. Once you progress further through it, I found
the levels get much more interesting. A little buggy at times, (managed to break E key from working a couple of times needing a
restart, but the save system is forgiving enough that you don't have to redo anything much). Great price too.. Pretty game, but
short and easy. (My total hours are inflated because I kept forgetting to exit the game and left it running while not playing it.)
Good choice if you like hidden object games, but only recommended if on sale and bought in a bundle with the other Samantha
Swift game.
Rating: 3\/5. Cons: super buggy, audio doesn't work, the controls are terrible, the AI goes everywhere, and the graphics are
terrible.

Pros: none

DONT BUY THIS GAME. People forget this is still a work in progress, I see alot of potential and I look forward to further
development. More on the educational side, but is still good to kill 20 minutes.. MODO indie offers most of the tools it's big
brother does. The only setbacks are that you can not share your work between your team directly and the polygon limit you can
export per model has to be less than 100,000. However, if used for games(specially indies) it is probably the best option because
you model fast and the rent is low.. Ok, I only completed the first act by now and so far it's one of the best cheap (1$ only)
games on Steam at this point, the gameplay is simple and is some real "Die and Retry" experience in the hardest difficulty.
Simple but entertaining, and the music is kinda catchy. :3
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